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                Introduction
 Design choice; a combination of my own design 
  and a template, bursting with colour, activity 
  and life. A good deal of my work can be seen as 
  dark or that I tend to lean towards the 
  monochromatic -while that is true, i also
  welcome colour to a great degree -if it is 
  warranted.
 
  please feel free to visit my blog:
 https://submarinesandcatnoses.wordpress.com/

  I have included all my major assigments, pieces
  of my project, some learning activities and 
  drawings made during the semester.
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            PHOTOGRAPHY

MA-01
 f/5.6, 1/500 sec, 
ISO-100, +0.3 step, 
300mm, 450
Swan

An exceedingly lucky shot, one 
of my first experiements with my 
camera (@58 Sony with Sigma DC 
50-200mm 1:4-5.6 hsm)
The vibrant colours
coupled with the clarity of the 
photo and the water droplet are
striking.
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 f/5.6, 1/200, ISO-
1600, +0.3 step, 120 
mm, 180
espen

My husband in a backyard 
photoshoot, while a little high key, 
the contrast of black and white 
and fore and background is nice.
This and other shots from this 
shoot were post processed and 
made to look even crisper, but 
thisis the original.
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f/4, 1/5 sec (timer), 
ISO-3200, -0.3 step, 
50mm, 75
self portrait

An experimental photo shoot 
for my school magazine spread, 
makeup and photo by me. High 
contrast night shoot with my 
neighbors bug light for illumination.
Makeup done by me,
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Even more examples of my photography can be seen on my 
blog -  (address provided in itroduction) simply type
                                 ‘photography’ 
  in the seach function and many more examples await you.
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MA-02               logoDelight Chocolate bar logo design
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 Delight chocolate’s Logo is a product from which an internal insight 
into the modern desires of the demographic (female 30’s) demand 
if they are to buy a New Luxury product. These desires go outside 
convention and disassemble common design expectations and 
tropes. Delight’s aesthetic focuses on honesty (of line and product) 
heritage, cleanliness without sterility and refinement that is not at the 
mercy of minimalism. While the logo is simple, it also invokes the 
very qualities of which the questioned demographic prefers in light of 
repetitious themes of modern new luxury marketing.
Several designs without coffee included the cocoa bean as a 
integrated theme into the logo, while this was seen a pretty, they 
were not memorable enough for the group to urge them to try a 
New luxury product. Choices of logos that focus on incorporating the 
coffee bean into the logo as a means to describe the chocolates 
contents
and appeal to one of the points that are attractive to that age
group (coffee, wine, cheeses, stronger flavors)

 Delight chocolate’s Logo is a product from which an internal insight 
into the modern desires of the demographic (female 30’s) demand if 
they are to buy a New Luxury product. These desires go outside con-
vention and disassemble common design expectations and tropes. 
Delight’s aesthetic focuses on honesty (of line and product) heritage, 
cleanliness without sterility and refinement that is not at the mercy of 
minimalism. While the logo is simple, it also invokes the very qualities of 
which the questioned demographic prefers in light of repetitious themes 
of modern new luxury marketing.
Several designs without coffee included the cocoa bean as a 
integrated theme into the logo, while this was seen a pretty, they were 
not memorable enough for the group to urge them to try a New luxury 
product. Choices of logos that focus on incorporating the coffee bean 
into the logo as a means to describe the chocolates contents
and appeal to one of the points that are attractive to that age
group (coffee, wine, cheeses, stronger flavors)
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Moodboard for 
   Delight  Logo

The early designs 
focused on using a 

cocoa or other bean to
substitute the D in Delight 

to give a tie in to the products 
contents

and feel. While these were clever and 
simple a vote was taken with

the market research group (14 ladies in their 30’s) 
who picked their

favorite design. The choice was surprising – often higher 
end

chocolate designs are simplistic and purposely modern to attract
‘the refined customer’ (ex: Melt, Chocolate Library)

However, it seems that this has become a cliche and as a result
design preferences have gone full circle, to the more

ornate and iconic. The women felt they would be more apt to buy
something at a higher price point if it triggered feelings or

subconscious recollection of themes to brands that they already
trust or admire.
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  original   
  drawing for 
  the Delight logo

3d
Render of

Bar made by me 
in Autodesk Maya 

                              The logo features a cocoa tree, whose 
                branches are growing cocoa bean fruit. The 
             branches form an artistic D shape, which encompasses  
         the largest cocoa fruit. There is a cocoa farmer tending to 
      the fruit. The font used for Delight is Perpetua Tilting, a font 
   which is stately, refined and confident. Cocoa comes from the 
 Ivory Coast (Cote D’ivoire) primarily, whose main language is french. 
‘Chocolatier depuis MMXV’ means Chocolatiers since 2015. This use 
of a refined language and method of numeration adds allure to the 
product and a feeling of history and craftsmanship. A centrilised D in 
a circle serves as the forshortened logo of the brand and is featured 
on the sides of the product.
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A rather bold choice to use monochromatic’s instead of colour was in an 
attempt to appeal not only to the idea of quality, heritage and refinement 
but to add a twist of modern sterility to an otherwise opulent logo. By 

adding colour, the contrast and hidden D did not come out as strongly or 
nicely. Colour also detracted from the dynamics of the piece, being for the

majority, a silhouette. In adding a package, the inclusion of an eggshell 
exterior served to compliment the brightness of the logo as opposed to 

detracting from it.

Indicated in the logo (and confirmed in the packaging) is that Delight choco-
late comes from the source, by people who work the land to achieve their 
ends. Delight is intended to be clean and wholesome in every sense, even 

the business end. It is a direct trade product, made directly in the Ivory Coast 
and then shipped directly to the consumer. In doing this the company can 
achieve sustainability and monitor and achieve quality in organic farming.

Clean lines, clean palette, clean product. Sharp and precise, but elegant at 
heart, from the source.

The composition was intended to centralize the source, The fruit, the tree, 
the hidden D. Initially two workers were added to the drawing but the 

asymmetry of only one added a
feeling of pride in ones work. Centralized framing was done to focus the 

eye and an encircled D in Perpetua forces the eye down to see the slogan. 
A final frame encompassesit all into completion with a whispy hint of the 

origins.

As mention, Perpetua Tilting is a very fitting font as it delicately commands 
authority while never intimidating the eye. It is both modern and invokes 

feelings of a better time, much like the product.
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MA-03             Illustration
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  These themes and tone are suited for the target demographic as based on my re-
search (this is not my preferred genre of music but the style and lyrics are ideal 

for visual representation), this band and others of the genre focus on 
consistant visual themes namely: Nature, warm tones, symbolic 

archtypes and lore from antiquity. The demographic
uses these tropes consistantly and value rich, opulant 

detail, the subversion of judeo-christian symbols 
and has an internal penchant for elitism/

nobility. The concept was to take 
elements and the overall feel of 

the song and display it 
visually. 

  M
oodbo

ard
 fo

r Illu
stra

tion

  Photo of leaves taken by me, which 

was later turned into a vector drawing 

in Illustrator to serve as the frame.
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The concept was to take elements and the overall feel of the song and 
display it visually. I used cues from the lyrics ‘autumnal’, ‘woods’, ‘shadows’, 
‘oaken branches’ and a hierarchal crow figure. The song concludes with the 
words ‘Hath the words of the crow,Vanished with the echo into the night, 
Descended dark shadows And covered the eyes, No sorrow felt the old 
crow, The secrets he revealed would remain as such’.

These elements gave direction 
to the colour scheme
(Autumn, warm color spectrum, 
typical Rembrant Palatte), the
hiarchal Crow figure, shadows of 
minion crows, autumnal leaves
and an eerie mood, influenced 
by the artist Odd Nerdrum and 
slight indications of subversion 
of the Christ figure (Classical 
Catholic IC XC hand gesture, but 
inverted, feet in position akin to 
the crucifixion). The Crow figure 
was hand drawn in graphite in 
full figure, then a large render of 
the head was made for detail, 
both were scanned, colored and 
refined in Photoshop. The leaves 
were found in my garden, color 
corrected in photoshop then 
made into vectors in Illustrator. A 
second full body sketch of the 
crow figured was colored
(in unfortunate colored pencils)
but it occluded the detail and 
nuance, so the larger head re-
mained untouched. 
The technique attempted is
 Chiaroscuro.

                   original drawings
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Styles of other artists that were used as an inspiration are, as mentioned Odd Nerdrum, Rembrant, Jesus Leguizamo, 
Caravaggio and Francis Bacon.

The leaves forming the frame were made symetrical in some places but not all, as full symmetry would lend to it 
looking more commercial which is not an attraction to this demographic.
The Crow figure was centralized as opposed to being offset. This was done because an offset theme didn’t fit the 
entire concept, and it was decided to use the Crow as a central figure of horror as opposed to a peripheral oddity in 
the environment of the scene.
While more detail and clearness would be preferred, the overall result is fitting to the theme and demographic and 
would be considered marketable within these circles. If given more time (and experience)
I feel a better intergration of the vectors to the raster image could be acheived, along with more consistant blending 
of shades in the background and a greater indication of the lightsource could be
considered.

Colour Scheme as provided by Kuler (Adobe Colour CC)
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MA-04             layout

Design choice for recipes: Black background with uppercase Serif 
as header, picture and highlighted quote beneath in bold, itali-
cised serif. The black background is continued on the spread to 
the following page up to the first grid, here the ingredienser is 
encased in a white box, white 0,35mm, this leads with a dotted 
line to the ingredience list, which leads by dotted line to : Slik gjør 
du, in uppercase Sans serif, which leads to the preparation. These 
lines serve to give the eye a definite route. Tones in each picture 
are echoed to the colourblock partition, which are dark cool 
brown for Ytrefilet, forest green for the lambballs ect...

I attempted to capture a modernist layout without the
product venturing into the oversimplistic by adding a colourblock 
sections with deep, comforting, robust colours that are mirrored 
from thephotography. A DIY aestetic was followed throughout to 
give the eye direction and to add a touch of eccentricity to the 
piece. The result is more grounded as oppsed to sterile, it lacks 
the white clarity of cookbooks past, but it could be argued that 
the aforementioned stle has become a trope, the predictability of 
it becoming tired and overused. Modern direction of layout, col-
our and norms is venturing into new territory of what is accept-
able, I hope I was able to touch on this while giving a result that 
is still palatable since, that is infact, the objective of a cookbook.
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My research for this task predominantly focused on current trends in the world cookbook design, as the 
layout should be modern and relevant.
Designs which aided in the overall concept we’re the works:
Modernist Cuisine; a six volume and 2,438 page cookbook with simplistic and relevant design. Also, Nopi, 
Thaimani and Ad hoc at home. (Featured in Moodboard)

The extra image of the strawberries was used on the inner front page.
The title is ‘The art of boiling water’. A joke, but the graphic was made to make reference to the joke, alluding 
to the many ways one can go about that endeavor, hence - the strawberries were made to look submerged 
in water. This graphic is partically occluded by the banner, which in modern Sans serif caps, holds the title, and 
underneath, the chefs name. All is
enclosed in black.
On table of contents page, the reader is greeted by a colourblock mirroring the idea of the strawberries they 
just saw, followed by a ‘periodic Table of contents’, set vertically which each main section going off to a 
subsection by way of dotted line. My teacher felt thatthe reader then would be forced to turn to book 
sideways to read it, but I chose not to change it as I am convinced that I am not the sole human capable of 
reading sideways or skewed script in an upright position.

New sections are set in by graduation and following appropriate subsections are continued. For example in the 
m ain section ‘Salads’ continues to the subsection ‘cooking without heat’. If a main section has a potential off 
shoot, it is observed in the subsection.
Either way, everything is numbered and placed to follow the same flow as the original, simply in a more 
visually unique manner. This theme is carried throughout the book.
The forward and Technique sections open with the white serif on black. An initial thought was to have the 
header in all lowercase serif, as this is a trend, but it looked unfinished and discarded, however this technique 
was used in the table of contents. I realise these sections are two parts of one and that Methods and 
Techniques is not intended to be seperated as such; however - I counter that as seeing as they are both 
similar in length, it would be absurd to not take advantage of the balance that the two would create. 

The fonts Calluna and calluna Sans were used to juxtapose eachother, while this is not the boldest of moves, 
Calluna is a Serif of direction and
movement, a Museo with more body and it only seemed right to pair it with its natural companion.
Note that throughout, the intention was to use Minion and Gill sans, but it can be argued that the combination 
is too modern, bordering on the
sterile, which one does not want to associate with food.

Important notes 
on 
MA-04 Layout
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             Moodboard                   Layout
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 Extras and work of note
      Brochure Layout

         Front         Back          Inner
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    Magazine Layout
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      Hand painted book cover, post 
         processing in photoshop

   Drawing in graphite

      Box design-Outer made in
               Autodesk Maya
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               Box design - Inner        Box design - Inner single serve

       Box design - Inner boil in bag
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   Project Klinikk Le Van

                  New Logo Perforated, pull out card showing 
meridians by perforations throughout

Meridians are the body’s pressure 
points that Acupuncturists follow

Klinikk Le Van is an Acupuncture clinic 
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https://submarinesandcatnoses.wordpress.com

Andrea Rebecca Hosarøygard
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